The Nature of Behaviour
An Introduction to TetraMap®
TetraMap® is a simple but powerful tool which helps individuals, teams and
organisations to improve performance by improving communication,
increasing collaboration, building strong relationships and making effective
use of individual working styles and strengths.
In this FREE half-day workshop you'll experience the power and simplicity of
TetraMap by completing your own personal profile, and learn how it enables
people to understand themselves and others, to look at situations and
challenges from different perspectives, and to make the most of the diversity
with a team or organisation.
You'll also discover its wide-ranging benefits and uses and find out how you can
introduce TetraMap in your own organisation, or train to become a certified
TetraMap facilitator.
This workshop is suitable for:



People who are looking for a simple but effective tool to improve
communication, collaboration and performance in their organisation.
Trainers, facilitators and coaches who are interested in adding
TetraMap to their toolkit by becoming Certified TetraMap Facilitators

To find out more visit www.salt-box.co.uk
To book a place, complete online booking form, email us, or ring us on 01373
837333
TetraMap® is a registered trade mark of TetraMap International

Trainer
Nicki is Director of Saltbox Training & Events. With over 25
years’ experience in leadership, management and training, Nicki
designs and runs training for senior managers and staff at a
range of organisations in the corporate, charity and public
sectors as well as running open courses at the Salthouse.
Nicki is a fellow of the RSA, a director of the Association of Sustainability
Practitioners, and is an active member of the West of England branch of
the CIPD (Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development). Nicki has ILM
and CIPD qualifications, and is an accredited Master TetraMap® facilitator and
member of the TetraMap Global Leadership Group.
Nicki believes that we all perform best when our mind is free, our body
relaxed, and our creative potential unlocked, and she uses imaginative,
enjoyable methods to make training lively, fun and colourful, so that people
participate more, learn better and are inspired to put their learning into
practice.
Nicki loves being outdoors and considers a connection to the natural world as
essential for wellbeing, creativity, and inspiration.

“TetraMap brings the ancient
wisdom of the elements into a
powerful framework for personal
and organisational
development. It is a way to
harness the power of our natural
abilities, build on strengths and
enable everyone in the team to
reach their potential. Using the
four elements as a way to
understand myself and the
organisation has deepened my
understanding of good leadership
and given me a powerful tool for
the future.” Angie Burke, Trust
Manager, The Resurgence Trust
"TetraMap gave the whole staff
team a much better
understanding of each other and
why we often think and work
differently. It also gave us a real
insight into our own working
practices and where our strengths
and weaknesses lie. A fantastic
tool for any organisation,
however large or small.” Liza
Narracott, CEO, Building Circles

Date & Time
Wednesday 2nd May 9.30am-1.00pm

Price: IT'S FREE!
Location
The Salthouse
Church Street, Nunney
Somerset BA11 4LW

